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“A stunning portrait of incredibly courageous men and their awesome flying machines.”—Alex Kershaw, author of The
Few Marine Fighting Squadron (VMF) 214 is the world's most famous fighter squadron. Its second wartime squadron
commander was the legendary Greg “Pappy” Boyington. Boyington and the squadron were the loose inspiration for the
late-seventies NBC television series Baa Baa Black Sheep, which was later syndicated under the name Black Sheep
Squadron. Swashbucklers and Black Sheep is a comprehensive illustrated history of the squadron from its formation and
first two combat tours on Guadalcanal as the Swashbucklers, which included their transition to the iconic gull-winged
Corsair, to the arrival of their second commander, Pappy Boyington, after which they became the Black Sheep. The
squadron's combat over Bougainville and Rabaul and the story of Boyington being shot down are covered, as are the
squadron's exploits in the latter part of the war (while Boyington was a POW), which culminated in the heavy losses
suffered aboard the carrier USS Franklin. The squadron's service in Korea, Vietnam, and the Global War on Terror
complete the storied history of VMF 214. In addition to a rich collection of historical photography, Swashbucklers and
Black Sheep features combat aviation artwork from four of America's top aviation artists: John Shaw, Jim Laurier, Craig
Kodera, and Bob Rasmussen.
Provides over seven hundred entries about the second World War discussing the biographies of key figures, maps and
explanations of decisive battles, and the military, historical, political, and diplomatic aspects of the war.
The United States needed a road to Alaska so they could defend the Aleutians from Japan. They sent soldiers to build
the Alaska Highway. The segregated Black 97th Engineers built the road in Alaska, and when their disorganized white
officers struggled to make progress, the army replaced their commander. The new one got the job done but ignored
military protocol and discipline, so the army, worried about undisciplined black soldiers, replaced him too. And to put the
fear of God into the soldiers, the army trumped up a mutiny charge against ten of them and sentenced them to long
prison terms at hard labor.
"This book is a continuation of the Forgotten War series. Featuring all new material, its emphasis is on personal stories of
the participants in the war in Alaska and Northwest Canada. Hundreds of black-and-white and color photos are included
in chapters covering such topics as highway and pipeline construction, Lend-Lease to Russia, transportation, Dutch
Harbor, aviation and naval activities, civilian contractors, the Kurils, The Battle of Attu, the American and Canadian
occupation of Kiska, the Legacy of the War and much, much more. This book should interest anyone who lives or lived in
the areas and also those who are interested in World War Two."--Provided by publisher.
Few construction projects of the twentieth century match the building of the Alaska Highway for drama, setting, and
engineering challenge. In recognition of the 40th anniversary of this epidsode in Canadian-American cooperation, a
symposium was held at Fort St. John, one of several communities that were, and still are, profoundly affected by the
building of the road. The papers presented at this interdisciplinary gathering of international scholars of the Canadian and
American births illustrate the significance of the highway in such diverse spheres as Canadian-American relations, British
Columbia politics, American military history, and the evolution of the northern society.
The Thousand-Mile War, a powerful story of the battles of the United States and Japan on the bitter rim of the North
Pacific, has been acclaimed as one of the great accounts of World War II. Brian Garfield, a novelist and screenwriter
whose works have sold some 20 million copies, was searching for a new subject when he came upon the story of this
"forgotten war" in Alaska. He found the history of the brave men who had served in the Aleutians so compelling and so
little known that he wrote the first full-length history of the Aleutian campaign, and the book remains a favorite among
Alaskans. The war in the Aleutians was fought in some of the worst climatic conditions on earth for men, ships, and
airplanes. The sea was rough, the islands craggy and unwelcoming, and enemy number one was always the
weather--the savage wind, fog, and rain of the Aleutian chain. The fog seemed to reach even into the minds of the
military commanders on both sides, as they directed men into situations that so often had tragic results. Frustrating,
befuddling, and still the subject of debate, the Aleutian campaign nevertheless marked an important turn of the war in
favor of the United States. Now, half a century after the war ended, more of the fog has been lifted. In the updated
University of Alaska Press edition, Garfield supplements his original account, which was drawn from statistics, personal
interviews, letters, and diaries, with more recently declassified photographs and many more illustrations.
All aspects of military activities in Alaska and northwestern Canada from 1939-45 using 367 photographs to complement
the narrative.
We Fought the Road is the story of the building of the Alaska-Canada Highway during World War II. More than one third
of the 10,607 builders were black; thought to be incapable of performing on a war front by many of their white
commanding officers. Their task--which required punching through wilderness on a route blocked by the Rocky
Mountains and deadly permafrost during the worst winter on record--has been likened to the building of the Panama
Canal. Unlike most accounts that focus on the road's military planners, We Fought the Road is boots-on-the-ground and
often personal, based in part on letters from the "Three Cent Romance," the successful courtship via mail discovered in
the authors' family papers
The Third Armored Division, famously known as the “Spearhead Division," had an illustrious combat career in WW2. One of only
two “heavy armored” divisions of the war, the 3rd Armored joined the battle in the ETO in late June of 1944, was bloodied almost
immediately and was at the front of the American advance through the hedgerows of Normandy and the rapid advance through
France into Belgium by September 1944. The 3rd was one of the first units to breach the vaunted Siegfried Line and then fought a
series of back and forth battles with the German army in the Autumn of 1944 as the weather conditions and determined tenacity of
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the German defenders produced an Autumn stalemate. The 3rd was rushed to the Ardennes front in December of 1944 in
response to Hitler’s winter offensive and they famously fought battles at the defense of Hotton, Grandmenil and then pushed the
Germans back to the border after vicious battles in places like Ottre, Lierneux, Cherain and Sterpigny. The early days of the Bulge
battles would find the lost unit of Col Samuel Hogan’s 400 men who were surrounded for days and fought their way back to
friendly lines. After a brief rest and being outfitted with 10 of the T-26 Pershing tanks, the 3rd was at the spearhead of the 1st Army
advance into Germany, across the Rhine and into the Harz mountains and the liberation of the Nordhausen concentration camp.
This final campaign would see the highpoint of the famous Cologne tank duel between a Pershing and German panther, made
famous by the recent book Spearhead by Adam Makos. Then, just a few weeks later the beloved commander of the division,
Major General Maurice Rose, was tragically shot by a German tank commander when trying to surrender Paderborn, Germany.
The 3rd would end the war at the tip of the American advance into Germany before the war ended.
This book is a collection of eight case studies of relationships between airline executives and federal regulatory agencies from the
passage of the Air Commerce Act in 1926 to the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978. By focusing on the lives and personalities of
individual entrepreneurs, W. David Lewis and his contributors hope to explore the interaction between technology, government
regulation, and entrepreneurship. Each essay in the book focuses on a particular airline executive, such as Eddie Rickenbacker,
Robert Six, and Donald Nyrop. Lewis has been careful to give a variety of perspective: Airlines of various types are represented -large and small, scheduled and unscheduled. Some of the executives profiled were known for having adversative relationships
with federal regulators, whereas others wholeheartedly accepted regulation and thrived under it. There have been public calls for a
return to airline regulation, and Lewis thinks it is not inconceivable that regulation may ultimately return if problems continue and
conditions deteriorate further. But, he say's, it is well to remember that deregulation occurred because there were flaws in the
regulatory system it replaced. This collection of essays -- scholarly and well documented but written in a lively style suitable for
specialists and nonspecialists alike -- provides a long-range perspective on the issue of airline deregulation.
This comprehensive work tells the story of the build-up of the United States Air Force lust prior to and during WWII. Its focus is on
the training bases and the men and women who served there. Profiled airfields include: Coffeyville, Lockbourne, Fairmont,
Herington, Freeman, Stout Field, and Hendricks.
Excerpt from Pictorial History of the War for the Union, Vol. 2 of 2: A Complete and Reliable History of the War From Its
Commencement to Its Close Close of the Campaign: Battle of Five Forks, Va., April 1-3, 1865. Sheridan's Expedition in the
Shenandoah Valley, Feb 27 - March 19, Expedition against St. Mark's. Fla., March 4 - 12. 1865. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original,
such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Excerpt from History's Greatest War: A Pictorial Narrative This volume attempts to encompass the causes of the great con?ict, the
chief happenings of military and political importance during the bloodiest four years of the world history, and their results and their
effects upon the nations involved. An earnest endeavor has been made to take the reader through the most impor tant phases.
The limitation of this work to one volume makes the giving of exhaustive details of every incident, eve'ry battle, every siege, every
advance or retreat, an impossibility. But in this very limitation lies the book's greatest value. To please a tactician, chapters might
be devoted to the battles along the Marne, the Somme, the Yser, or to the struggle be fore Verdun or to the Russian campaigns.
But for the reader who seeks a straightforward, circumstantial narrative of the great war, without its chief events being clouded and
obscured by a multiplicity of subsidiary details, this book has been written. Devotion of time to research has been given that its
facts may be accurate. It contains no statements based on rumors, no accounts taken from unauthoritative sources. The United
States undoubtedly was the great determining factor in the over throw and crushing of junkerism, and for that reason this volume
should be of the greatest interest to Americans. Two million sons of America were in France. Their concentration and
transportation was the greatest military feat in history. America's active share in the war, though it covered only a little over a year
and a half, is the nation's most glorious achievement. With this in mind, painstaking effort has been made to do the fullest justice to
recounting the events of the last eighteen months of the crusade to crush autocracy and militarism. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original,
such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
In contrast to the many books that use military, diplomatic, and historic language in analyzing the Korean War, this book takes a
cultural approach that emphasizes the human dimension of the war, an approach that especially features Korean voices. There
are chapters on Korean art on the war, translations into English of Korean poetry by Korean soldiers, and American soldier poetry
on the war. There is a photographic essay on the war by combat journalist and Pulitzer Prize winning photographer Max Desfor.
Another chapter includes and analyzes songs on the Korean War - Korean, American, and Chinese - that illuminate the many
complex memories of the war. There is a discussion of Korean films on the war and a chapter on Korean War POWs and their
contested memories. More than any other nonfiction book on the war, this one shows us the human face of tragedy for Americans,
Chinese, and most especially Koreans. June 2000 was the fiftieth anniversary of the outbreak of the Korean War; this moving
volume is intended as a commemoration of it.
The campaigns fought against Napoleon in the Iberian peninsula, in France, Germany, Italy and Russia and across the rest of
Europe have been described and analyzed in exhaustive detail, yet the history of the fighting in the Mediterranean has rarely been
studied as a separate theater of the conflict. Gareth Glover sets this right with a compelling account of the struggle on land and at
sea for control of a region that was critical for the outcome of the Napoleonic Wars. The story of this twenty-year conflict is
illustrated with numerous quotes from a large number of primary sources, many of which are published here for the first time.
This is a collection of photographs and postcards highlighting the history of the Sitka National Historical Park, as well as the town
and people of Sitka. It is presented in the form of a turn of the century scrapbook.
The purpose of this handbook is to provide aviation enthusiasts with a handbook on where to find the surviving retired military aircraft
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preserved in Canada. The majority of the Canadian Warbird and War Prize Survivors are on display within a significant number of aviation
museums. Many others are displayed as "gate guards" on or near a number of Canadian and Allied Armed Forces Bases and installations.
There are also a few in the hands of private owners and collectors that have been restored to flying status. These include a number of foreign
warbird survivors that were brought back to Canada as War Prizes. The museum staffs and volunteer organizations such as the Canadian
Aviation Preservation Association (CAPA) have done tremendous work in preserving military and civilian aircraft that have been a major part
of Canada's aviation heritage. A few of these aircraft are illustrated in this book, along with a short description of the aircraft flown by
Canadian servicemen and women. The aircraft are listed alphabetically, along with a city or museum location, the manufacturer, aircraft serial
number and call sign where known. Canadian Warbird and War Prize Survivors is part of a series on aircraft used by the Canadian Forces
throughout its history.
This “engrossing” (The Wall Street Journal) national bestseller and true “heartbreaking tale of tragedy and redemption” (Hampton Sides,
bestselling author of Ghost Soldiers) reveals how a discovered diary—found during a brutal World War II battle—changed our war-torn
society’s perceptions of Japan. May 1943. The Battle of Attu—called “The Forgotten Battle” by World War II veterans—was raging on the
Aleutian island with an Arctic cold, impenetrable fog, and rocketing winds that combined to create some of the worst weather on Earth. Both
American and Japanese forces tirelessly fought in a yearlong campaign, with both sides suffering thousands of casualties. Included in this
number was a Japanese medic whose war diary would lead a Silver Star–winning American soldier to find solace for his own tortured soul.
The doctor’s name was Paul Nobuo Tatsuguchi, a Hiroshima native who had graduated from college and medical school in California. He
loved America, but was called to enlist in the Imperial Army of his native Japan. Heartsick, wary of war, yet devoted to Japan, Tatsuguchi
performed his duties and kept a diary of events as they unfolded—never knowing that it would be found by an American soldier named Dick
Laird. Laird, a hardy, resilient underground coal miner, enlisted in the US Army to escape the crushing poverty of his native Appalachia. In a
devastating mountainside attack in Alaska, Laird was forced to make a fateful decision, one that saved him and his comrades, but haunted
him for years. Tatsuguchi’s diary was later translated and distributed among US soldiers. It showed the common humanity on both sides of
the battle. But it also ignited fierce controversy that is still debated today. After forty years, Laird was determined to return it to the family and
find peace with Tatsuguchi’s daughter, Laura Tatsuguchi Davis. Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Mark Obmascik “writes with tremendous
grace about a forgotten part of our history, telling the same story from two opposing points of view—perhaps the only way warfare can truly be
understood” (Helen Thorpe, author of Soldier Girls).
Over the course of the past two hundred years, only one United States territory has experienced foreign occupation: Alaska. Available for the
first time in paperback, Alaska at War brings readers face to face with the North Pacific front in World War II. Wide-ranging essays cover the
war as seen by Alaskan eyes, including the Japanese invasion of the Attu and Kiska islands, the effects of the war on Aleutian Islanders, and
the American campaign to recover occupied territory. Whether you’re a historian or a novice student interested in this pivotal period of
American history, Alaska at War provides fascinating insight into the background, history, and cultural impact of war on the Alaskan
homefront.
A stunning pictorial record from the personal photo archives of Korean War veterans. A detailed account of Allied air operations features
dramatic, real-life combat stories that took place during the 1950 to 1953 war.
The massive invasion of Japan planned for November, 1945, required accurate knowledge of the weather conditions that moved across the
Japanese Islands from Siberia. The U. S. Navy MOKO Expedition was sent to Siberia to forecast the weather for the invasion forces. Arriving
in Siberia on 24 August 1945, it became operational on 15 October 1945 when the first weather bulletin was transmitted to Guam. The
desperate efforts to set up a major weather station in time for the planned invasion were successful in spite of the frustrating & exasperating
tactics of the Soviets, the incredibly cold weather, & the primitive environment. Hatten Yoder's story of the U.S. Navy Expedition is
reconstructed partly from memory, partly from his first draft of preliminary notes, & official conference reports from the commanding officer of
the expedition. Yoder offers a vivid picture of the Navy's work in the U.S.S.R. The stories remain, he says, "as clear as if they had occurred
yesterday."
This project began twenty-five years ago when I worked as a stringer for the Nashua Telegraph. The paper hired a number of correspondents
at the time to cover local news and events in the small towns around Nashua. I reported on the selectmen’s meetings and the planning board
meetings in Mason and Greenville and the Mascenic School Board. The editors encouraged us to write special features about people, places,
and events.
This study is an examination of historical data to determine if weather was the decisive factor of the Aleutian Campaign. The campaign was
carried out early in World War II along the over 1,000 miles of the archipelago. Island warfare made joint operations a necessity. Weather
conditions disrupted all areas of battle; sea, air and ground, and made attempts at coordinated actions futile. The intense weather conditions
of the North Pacific severely complicated operations over, near and on the Aleutian Islands. Weather and its effect on the Japanese raid on
Dutch Harbor and the American response is examined. The role of the weather is also examined as the Americans attempt to bomb the
Japanese out of Kiska and Attu. Finally, the influence of weather on the amphibious landings and ensuing ground action to eject the
Japanese from the islands is reviewed. Though a dominant factor, weather was not the decisive factor at the tactical level of warfare during
this campaign. The American ability to mass overwhelming combat power ultimately drove the Japanese from the region.
This compelling photographic history examines the war in its entirety, from its causes and protagonists to the strategies, weapons and battles.
Goldstein and Maihafer have collected more than 450 vivid photographs, many never before seen by the general public. Published on the
fiftieth anniversary of the Korean conflict, The Korean War remembers the experience of the American fighting man in "the forgotten war."

The Arctic is a place of great challenges and great rewards. A century ago, it was whale oil; today, it is motor oil. The increasing
open water in the warmer months is attracting cruise ships to tour the Arctic. Significant offshore oil and natural gas deposits are of
great interest to an oil-dependent economy. But the history of the Arctic is full of surprises for the unwary and the unprepared,
despite native peoples having managed to live there for thousands of years. Oil spills or maritime emergencies can—and do—arise a
long way off from assistance. Legendary Arctic storms are, if anything, becoming more intense and dangerous. All this is in an
area inaccessible by roads or by sea except for icebreakers the majority of the year. It is of extreme interest to the US Coast
Guard, charged with protecting seafarers, enforcing laws, and facilitating commerce.
An expert examination of the way climate change is transforming the Arctic environmentally, economically, and geopolitically, and
how the challenges of that transformation should be met. * Includes a lengthy bibliography of resources on the Arctic and its
history including materials as current as September 2009 * Offers a helpful index of key terms as well as 59 pages of references
and bibliographic details
During the dark days of World War II, forty-one individuals from Ganson Street in the industrialized Western New York city of North
Tonawanda left all that was dear to battle the domination of the Axis forces. The Ganson Street Tigers bonded on the streets of an
immigrant neighborhood during the Great Depression and their camaraderie was cemented forever on the ball diamonds and
sandlots of their youth. This is their story, from the heart of Little Italy to the raging battlefields
Radioman is the biography of Ray Daves, a noncommissioned officer in the U.S. Navy and an eyewitness to World War II. It is
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based on the author's handwritten notes from a series of interviews that began on the eighty-second birthday of the combat
veteran and gives a first-person account of the world's first battles between aircraft carriers. Ray Daves grew up on a small farm
near Little Rock, Arkansas. Impatient with school and the prospect of becoming a farmer like his father, he joined the CCC and
went from there to the navy, where he learned to use the radio to send messages, and soon found himself in the momentary
peacefulness of Pearl Harbor. Most of America's World War II veterans were not in uniform when the war began. Daves is one of
the few who was. He could also tell what was happening on the bridge of the famous carrier Yorktown before it went down and of
the secretive relationship between the Russian and American forces in Alaska at the time. Carol Edgemon Hipperson's discovery
of this one man's inspiring story is shared with great skill and energy. A must-read for those looking for a personal, intimate
account of the events of this tumultuous time in American history.
This title addresses the deeper questions of how remembrance of the U.S.-Mexican War has influenced the complex relationship
between these former enemies now turned friends.
The quest to write a geographical book leading up to the two-hundredth anniversary of this conflict, known as the War of 1812, that
created two North American countries we enjoy today, began in 2006, with the goal to visit as many historical sites as possible.
We started searching for roadside markers, plaques, monuments, cemeteries, the tombstones to the fallen, fortifications,
battlefields and those who fought in this war, and to tell the readers the stories behind them. Searching for the Forgotten War
1812, was an experience that was more than we expected in terms of the wonderful people we met along the way.
Presents information about historic sites that can be visited to relive the War of 1812, including location, hours of operation and
admission. Most of the sites have been visited by the authors.
Born in rural western Pennsylvania, Harold LeClair Ickes (1874-1952), son of a gambler, womanizer, drunk father and of a strictly
reared Presbyterian mother, grew up desperately poor and desperately ambitious. He became a Chicago newsman during its
gilded era, a key figure in the Progressive Party, and in FDR’s cabinet became America’s longest serving and most influential
Interior Secretary. As Interior Secretary, he helped change the face of America, forging that department into the most powerful tool
for the protection of our lands. He was also a major force in reshaping the character and quality of American society, often
seeming to speak ex cathedra as the conscience of FDR’s administration. Opinionated, vigorously outspoken, as impassioned
defending minorities as defending our wild places, Ickes, who happily styled himself “the Old Curmudgeon,” was arguably the
most controversial and most beloved figure in the New Deal. When Ickes wrote his first column in the New Republic, the editors of
the magazine introduced him on May 2, 1949 as “old enough to be called an Elder Statesman, but he is too salty for that label. He
himself has cheerfully accepted the epithet of Curmudgeon, which likewise is insufficient to his case. A more accurate description
would be that he is America’s most venerable progressive and one of the stoutest fighters, at any age, for justice and good
government.” Righteous Pilgrim was a non-fiction National Book Award finalist in 1990, and received the Los Angeles Times Book
Prize for biography in 1991 and was a finalist for theNational Book Critics Circle Award. “an outstanding biography that is also a
major work of social history spanning the first half of the 20th century... [Ickes was] a courageous public servant who in Righteous
Pilgrim receives long overdue recognition.” — Herbert Mitgang, The New York Times “highly successful... Written in a delightful
conversational style that disguises the impressive scholarly research that went into its preparation, this is an appreciative
biography of a man who was so temperamental, thin-skinned and bluntly outspoken that he acknowledged these traits himself...
This thoughtful, readable, and yet gripping book is so persuasive it may well force a more positive reassessment of the New
Deal... Righteous Pilgrim is likely to be one of the most significant histories of the Progressive and New Deal reform impulse to
appear in a decade.” — Howard R. Lamar,Washington Post “[an] elegant and exhaustive new biography of Ickes... Using primary
sources (such as the diary Ickes religiously maintained through most of his life) with great sensitivity, [Watkins] provides an
astonishingly intimate portrait of a public man... Watkins, editor of The Wilderness Society magazine Wilderness, is a wonderfully
skillful writer... As Watkins powerfully demonstrates in this rewarding and illuminating work, Ickes had no shortage of ego — but his
real fuel was conviction, burning at an octane hardly ever seen in Washington any more.” — Ronald Brownstein, Los Angeles
Times “[an] engaging, monumental biography” — Publishers Weekly “Researched with amazing thoroughness and organized with
a sure hand, this will undoubtedly prove to be the definitive work on Harold L. Ickes... Watkins portrays the currents of political
maneuvering that swirled and eddied about Ickes with admirable clarity. A complex, fascinating, and convincing portrait.” — Kirkus
Reviews “[a] worthy, well-written biography.“ — Clayton R. Koppes, Reviews in American History “Harold Ickes was one of the
most interesting political figures of the first half of the twentieth century, and T. H. Watkins vividly sets forth both the complexities
of his personality and personal life and the remarkable scope of his achievements.” — Frank Freidel “A superbly written story of
the preeminent Progressive of this century. I couldn’t put it down.” — Stewart L. Udall “Righteous Pilgrim is one of those rare and
wonderful biographies that are at once incisive portraiture and important social history.” — Wallace Stegner “Harold Ickes stomps
across the pages of T. H. Watkins’s biography as one of the most arresting and essential figures of the American twentieth
century.” — Frederick Turner “At last, a biography worthy of its extraordinary subject — vivid, impassioned, larger-than-life.” —
Geoffrey C. Ward
Divided into two main sections; vocabulary/research and literature/writing and subdivided into four sections: vocabulary, research
using non-fiction, specific novel activities and writing activities. Other contents include: teacher suggestions, an annotated
bibliography of novels, list of books, songs and movies of the war years, a list of useful addresses and a marking sheet. 62
activities. 129 pages.
This work is a detailed historical study of the Second World War’s little known Aleutian Campaign in the North Pacific, commonly
referred to as the “Forgotten War.” After describing the events that transpired in the North Pacific throughout the war, this work
focuses on the strategic reasons why the United States and Japan decided to dedicate critical and limited resources to a
secondary effort in the North Pacific. The strategies are compared to determine which country dedicated a higher percentage of
available manpower and resources to the region and which country gained an advantage from their respective propaganda efforts.
Despite the United States’ tactical and operational victories in the North Pacific, the Japanese benefited at the strategic level.
Secondary theaters of operations, like the Aleutians during World War II, produced many lessons that were applied to other
theaters during the war and remain relevant today in the Global War on Terrorism.
Follow the footsteps of history with the world's first and only comprehensive guide covering the entire Pacific Theater. Directions to
everything from jungle relics and city museums to landing beaches and hallowed battlefields. More than 500 individual points of
interest and detailed histories. With maps of all sites and more than 40 color photos. In-depth travel information and Insider tips.
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Accommodations close to major sites and spectacular beaches. Never before documented sites. For the casual traveler or
dedicated war buff, this unique, all-encompassing guide is an essential part of any trip to Asia or the Pacific. Meticulous, up-to-date
research makes getting to sites easy, leaving plenty of time to enjoy the beaches and other fabled attractions of some of the most
beautiful islands and vibrant cities in the world.
Exploring the significance of places that built our cultural past, this guide is a lens into historical sites spanning the entire history of
the United States, from Acoma Pueblo to Ground Zero. • Covers locations across the entire United States • Includes photographs,
illustrations, and sidebars • Serves as both an educational and research tool
The Forgotten WarA Pictorial History of World War II in Alaska and Northwestern CanadaMissoula, Mont. : Pictorial Histories
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